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What is millennial? Who are millennials? Millennials are those born in the 1980’s and the mid 1990’s or until 1996. These are people who are aware on the existence of the Internet and electronic devices like computer and cellular phones which are used to establish connections. These are people who cannot let a day without browsing the web.

How do these people look Science? People, who are born in this period, are more exposed to the products of Science as compared to those born in 1960’s and 1970’s. It is the period where radio, television, and telephone are the most commonly used as means of entertainment and sources of information. They value these things as part of their daily routine and as means of communication. Then DVD/CD player becomes popular replacing the usual cassette tape played in a radio.

Days easily passed by, technology rapidly produced gadgets and innovated cellular phones and cameras. The popularity of Internet connection among millennials is also glaring. People turn out to be addicted to these inventions. They look at these discoveries as the primary means of communication and as the way of showing themselves in a photograph.

Social Networking Sites (SNS) like MySpace and Friendster become prevalent all over the world. People started to socialize using these platforms. They began to record music and the love to perform is shown. The usefulness of the SNS Friendster shows tremendous effect on the attitude of the people who are using it. They created their own profile that reveals their personality. They started to focus on meeting new people using
They liked to communicate often to people they meet online than talking to their parents. The digital cameras started to boom and people become fan of using these inventions. They like to see themselves on different angles and in clearer views. People, especially teenagers are frequently taking photos anywhere they are.

If you think that technology and the people will stop to give us surprises, you are wrong. More SNS are built. MP3 and MP4 as well as play station become the outlets of the teenagers. YouTube become popular to people and the addition of Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and other platforms intended for social networking are more predominant than those previous SNS used. The easy access to videos that surround in the Internet through YouTube is taking the stage. People started to record their personal life and activities, and then uploaded to this video-sharing platform. Millennials like to tweet their thought on Twitter. Twitter became the new way of reading news and articles unlike before where people get daily news from the newspaper and television. Instagram penetrates the life of the millennials through a new system of sharing pictures of life events and activities. It is the new way of saving memories unlike before when people have their own journal and photo album. This photo-sharing platform is now one click when you have cellular phone with data connection.

Facebook took people’s life by storm. Almost all teenagers and millennials have account or accounts in this most popular SNS in the world today. This platform is used to establish connection among the users of the site in order to make new friends. People of today’s generation are commonly using this medium every day. They used this to send personal messages to their loved ones. They used it to watch videos and even to see latest news on their favorite actors and the updates on their favorite sports. They follow certain personality they admire. The existence of group chats among millennials is also evident due to its benefits it brings to the flow of information with the people on the list.
The activities offered by the SNS and the features of cellular phones including its applications have hooked the attention of the millennials. They cannot resist on it and their lives revolved around gadgets, Internet connectivity, and SNS. This is the new form of socializing and relaxation among millennials and the people. But people should know how to properly use these products to maintain healthy lifestyle. It should not hamper their movements and outdoor activities, but must increase physical activities to avoid any disorder and disease it will bring to humans.
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